
Box 1: 10 Years into Plan Colombia 
The majority of Colombians beyond Bogotá and Medellín – especially Afro-Colombian 
and indigenous populations “often caught in the crossfire between the army and the 
illegal groups,” 3 and peasants trying to survive in the combat and fumigation zones in 
Meta, Nariño, Putumayo and others – have suffered tremendously during the 10 years 
of Plan Colombia support. The following paints a bleak picture of results to date:

	 •	Colombia	now	has	more	displaced	persons	(3	to	4	million	depending	on	the		 	
  source) than any other country in the world except Sudan. Many of these live in  
  impoverished and violent settlements ringing urban centers.

	 •	The	military	continues	to	be	accused	of	serious	human	rights	violations,	including	 
  some 3,000 cases under investigation in the Colombian courts in which civilians 
  were allegedly recruited, murdered and then presented as combat kills.  
   
	 •	The	intelligence	service	that	reports	directly	to	the	president	was	caught	last	year 
  harassing human rights advocates and monitoring Supreme Court justices.  
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Summary 
It is time to reconsider U.S. policy in 
Colombia, including adding a peace 
agenda to our strategy. Following 
problematic and inconclusive results 
of more than a decade of support 
known as Plan Colombia, which is 
largely directed to the Colombian 
military, the Obama administration 
should retool U.S. policy. Adding 
support for a peace process offers 
specific policy benefits, including: 

	 •	protecting	civilian	populations		
  by reducing violations of human  
  rights and humanitarian law; 
	 • strengthening democratic 
  practice and creating consensus  
  on a post-conflict Colombia; 
	 • improving relations between 
  Colombia and its neighbors;  
	 • creating clearer policy channels 
  for other U.S. priorities, including 
  free trade and efforts to control  
  the illicit narcotics trade; and  
	 • renewing respect for American 
  leadership in the region.

Getting it right in Colombia means 
a sober review of our current policy 
short-comings, learning from other 
peace processes in the region and 
incorporating specific peacebuilding 
strategies into our efforts. Fortunately, 
President Juan Manuel Santos’ initial 
steps during the first six months 
following his inauguration in August 
2010 indicate that the window of 
opportunity for peace may be opening.

History of Conflict and Efforts for Peace 
The ongoing insurgencies in Colombia began as classic Cold War confrontations in the 
1960s based on historical inequities and land tenancy disputes, as well as the legacies 
of political and social conflict from the 12-year period known as La Violencia, following 
the	assassination	of	political	leader	Jose	Eliécer	Gaitán	in	1948.	From	the	1970s	on	the	
conflict developed now familiar patterns of kidnappings for ransom by the Colombian 
Revolutionary	Armed	Forces	(FARC)	and	attacks	on	civilians	by	the	combatants	on	all	
sides, including paramilitaries protecting the interests of local elites and often working in 
coordination	with	the	Colombian	Armed	Forces,	as	they	fought	over	territory	and	drug	
production zones.

President Andrés Pastrana’s failed efforts for peace at San Vicente de Caguán between 
1998	and	2002	are	often	cited	as	proof	of	the	futility	of	a	peace	agenda	in	Colombia.	
The	perception	of	his	having	ceded	too	much,	including	a	42,000-square-kilometer	
free	movement	zone	for	the	FARC,	became	political	fodder	for	President	Álvaro	Uribe’s	
subsequent	call	to	defeat	the	FARC	by	military	means.	U.S.	President	Bill	Clinton’s	initial	
$1.3 billion1 pledge of assistance through Plan Colombia has since become a fixture in 
U.S.	support.2  

A concerted peace initiative has not been undertaken since Caguán. After 10 years and 
$7	billion	of	U.S.	support	in	Plan	Colombia	–	which	has	been	overwhelmingly	directed	
to the Colombian security forces – the Colombian government has made some gains 
in	defeating	the	FARC	and	other	Marxist	guerrillas	and	containing	the	illicit	narcotics	
economy,	but	they	are	far	from	definitive.	(See	Box 1 below.)
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	 •	A	plea-bargaining	plan,	known	as	the	Justice	and	Peace	Law,	to	prosecute		 	
  thousands of paramilitaries – supported with tens of millions of dollars in funds 
	 	 from	the	U.S.	Department	of	Justice	–	has	convicted	only	three	persons	in	five		 	
	 	 years	(and	one	is	under	appeal).	Meanwhile,	many	paramilitaries	who	have	been 
  incarcerated while awaiting due process may be released after serving the   
  maximum sentence of eight years, without facing trial for alleged atrocities.   
	 	 Government	of	Colombia	statistics	indicate	that	up	to	8,000	of	the	paramilitaries		
  demobilized under the law have returned to criminal activities.4 

	 •	 Impunity	continues	for	thousands	of	victims	of	sexual	violence,	recognized	as	a 
  weapon of war in use for decades in Colombia.5 Incidents of sexual violence remain 
  largely unprosecuted. 

	 •	Homicide	statistics	indicate	that	Colombia	continues	to	be	the	most	dangerous 
  place in the world to be a trade unionist. A leading union released figures in 
  August 2010 that 36 trade unionists had been murdered so far last year.6 

	 •	Up	to	14,000	children	and	minors	have	been	recruited	into	the	various 
  armed factions.7  
 
	 •	Government	of	Colombia	statistics	now	list	51,000	disappeared,	with	32,000 
  categorized as forced disappearances – numbers that are similar to the most 
	 	 egregious	cases	in	the	region	(30,000	in	Argentina	and	40,000	in	Guatemala).8

	 •	Colombia’s	public	security	gains	in	some	cities	and	in	controlling	the	highways 
  have created an inflated sense of achievement. But the murder rate is still 15,000 
  to 20,000 a year, depending on the source,9	in	a	country	of	45	million.	(Contrast 
	 	 this	with	the	highly	publicized	estimated	28,000	deaths	over	the	last	two	years	in 
  the war on drugs in Mexico, a country of 110 million.10) Civil society 
  organizations have alleged under-reporting by the Government of Colombia on 
  key security issues like kidnapping.11 The Government of Colombia announced  
  additional security measures to combat rampant violence in the city of Medellín 
  in September 2010.12  

U.S.	support	for	Plan	Colombia	cannot	be	dissociated	from	the	prevailing	impunity	and	
injustice.13 Support for military efforts that have been linked to human rights violations 
and	massive	internal	displacement	damages	U.S.	credibility,	especially	if	the	very	military	
brigades	receiving	U.S.	assistance	demonstrate	increased	propensity	for	extrajudicial	
executions, as reported in a recent study.14  

Much	of	U.S.	non-military	assistance	is	now	directed	toward	supporting	the	
transformation of the regions most affected by the conflict,15 which have suffered severe 
humanitarian impacts from the military assistance in Plan Colombia; it will take some 
time	to	produce	tangible	results	for	local	populations.	The	U.S.	Department	of	Justice	
has	invested	tens	of	millions	of	earmarked	funds	for	the	Justice	and	Peace	Law,	with	just	
two successful prosecutions after five years and a clear failure to detect and investigate 
sexual violence that was a common practice by paramilitary organizations. The absence 
of	a	peace	agenda	by	either	the	U.S.	or	Colombian	governments	allows	critics	in	the	
region to communicate simplistic portrayals of militaristic hegemony that resonate with 
those affected during the Cold War by anti-communist repression. 

Why Peace Could Work, and the Benefits of Trying  
Northern Ireland peace advocate Paul Arthur notes that almost all groups involved in 
conflict portray their dispute as unique and intractable, and justify continued violence 
on the supposed intransigence of the other side.16 This cynical perspective on the 
possibilities of peace is often an excuse that prolongs conflict. 

Despite the prevailing pessimism that helps sustain conflict, peace has been achieved in 
other	scenarios	(beyond	Northern	Ireland)	deemed	hopeless	and	with	alleged	terrorists	
and	war	criminals,	including	under	the	auspices	of	U.S.	leadership.	Ambassador	Richard	
Holbrooke brokered a peace agreement with three ethno-nationalist leaders accused 
of supporting ethnic cleansing, including Slobodan Milosevic who died while being 

Getting it right in Colombia means 
a sober review of our current policy 
short-comings, learning from other 
peace processes in the region and 
incorporating specific peacebuilding 
strategies into our efforts.
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Box 2: Convincing the Skeptics 

“President Pastrana tried, failed and was manipulated by the FARC”:  
This	affirmation	underpinned	President	Uribe’s	policy	of	seeking	a	military	solution.	A	
renewed effort for peace does not have to begin with the concessions ceded during 
the	Caguán	process,	especially	since	the	FARC	have	dropped	some	key	demands	in	
their latest call for negotiations, including the creation of a demilitarized zone.18 

“The FARC are not reliable negotiating partners; they are terrorists”: 
Many peace negotiations have been conducted with interlocutors not deemed 
reliable at the outset, like the Irish Republican Army in the aforementioned example. 
The	FARC	have	been	weakened,	have	signaled	a	willingness	to	discuss	negotiation	
scenarios, and now may be more likely to comply with agreed standards for conduct. 
President Santos has defined pre-conditions for negotiation to ensure confidence in 
any	proceedings,	most	recently	during	a	January	26,	2011	state	visit	to	France.19

“A military victory is imminent”:  
While	the	FARC	is	indeed	weakened,	abundant	resources	from	the	illicit	narcotics	
economy	may	mean	continued	operational	capacity.	The	FARC	are	estimated	to	have	
a	sizeable	fighting	force	of	8,000	to	10,000	combatants20 and continue to conduct 
frequent attacks on Colombian security forces that inflict casualties.21 Public opinion 
polls	recently	indicated	that	57	percent	of	Colombians	polled	believed	that	the	
insurgencies would continue for 50 years or more or never be resolved.22 	The	FARC’s	
continued threat to state security, despite high-level losses, was recently recognized 
by	the	U.S.	Deputy	Assistant	Secretary	of	Defense	for	Western	Hemisphere	Affairs,23 
and the International Crisis Group recently reported that “a complete military victory 
is	unlikely”	and	warned	of	the	dangers	of	increased	criminality	of	a	splintered	FARC.24 

“It’s a waste of time since the FARC have their own sense of time and, after 40 years, 
will use peace negotiations to delay and regroup”:  
This may be true of previous attempts but does not have to be the case if negotiators 
establish standards to initiate the process.

U.S.	policymakers	should	consider	the	benefits	of	adding	a	peace	agenda	to	the	mix,	
even if the peace process eventually fails. Mobilizing a peace process could:

	 •	 articulate	standards	of	human	rights	and	democratic	practice	for	both	the	insurgents 
  and the Colombian security forces; 

	 •	 shed	light	on	and	help	restrain	current	breaches	of	basic	rights;

	 •	build	democratic	social	capital	by	putting	Colombia’s	civilian	population	at	the 
  forefront of a rights-based agenda;

U.S. support for Plan Colombia 
cannot be dissociated from the 
prevailing impunity and injustice. 

prosecuted	for	war	crimes.	The	U.S.	continues	to	be	committed	to	a	negotiated	solution	
to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict despite setbacks and tremendous challenges.

This is applicable to Colombia as well, which continues to suffer from an outdated Cold 
War confrontation, sustained in part beyond its normal life-cycle by a political discourse 
that delegitimizes peace; the availability of abundant resources for the insurgency 
through the illicit narcotics trade; a reduced democratic space that discourages pluralism 
and accommodation of diverse social agendas within the political framework; and the 
potential	self-perpetuating	institutional	momentum	created	by	massive	U.S.	military	
assistance. Those who doubt the possibility of a negotiated demobilization of the 
FARC	should	remember	Colombia’s	successful	record	of	previous	demobilizations	of	
insurgents	in	the	1980s	and	1990s.17 

Some of the arguments that deny the possibility of a peaceful resolution to the 
Colombian conflict are detailed in Box 2 below.



Box 3: The Benefits of a Peace Initiative in Colombia

For	Colombians who have been engulfed in 50 years of conflict, a peace process could: 

	 •	protect	civilian	populations	by	reducing	violations	of	human	rights	and 
  humanitarian law following an initial negotiated statement of standards and a   
  cease-fire;

	 •	 create	more	possibilities	for	resolving	historic	social	conflict,	including	land	and 
  political reform. Addressing egregious rights violations against the population 
  will transform the discussion beyond a Marxist revolutionary lens;

	 •	be	a	platform	for	creating	consensus	on	aspirations	for	a	post-conflict	Colombia;

	 •	 allow	security	forces	to	address	other	critical	forms	of	violence	like	newly 
  emerging criminal syndicates that have evolved from paramilitary structures;25  
 
	 •	prevent	the	insurgencies	from	splintering	into	local	criminal	groups; 
  
	 •	 create	the	possibility	of	redirecting	Colombian,	U.S.	and	other	military	assistance 
  to social development efforts that address the underpinnings of the armed conflict;

	 •	build	social	cohesion	as	previously	demonized	civil	society	peace	initiatives	are 
  recognized as part of broader and more inclusive democratic practice where they 
  can influence policy; and 

	 •	 improve	relations	between	Colombia	and	its	neighbors.	

For	the	U.S., supporting a peace process could:

	 •	demonstrate	multilateral	engagement	for	peace,	thus	deflating	the	rhetoric	of 
	 	 populist	leaders	in	countries	surrounding	Colombia	that	portray	the	U.S.	with		 	
  Cold War slogans about militarism and imperialism; 

	 •	 lead	to	the	redirecting	of	U.S.	military	assistance	to	social	development	and	more 
  inclusive democracy strengthening efforts;

	 •	 create	clearer	policy	channels	for	other	U.S.	priorities,	including	free	trade	and 
  efforts to control the illicit narcotics trade by improving human rights standards 
	 	 and	the	rule	of	law	(a	blocking	point	in	the	free	trade	discussion),	and	allowing 
  public security to focus on the drug trade instead of the insurgency; and 

	 •	 increase	respect	for	American	leadership	in	the	region.

For	the	region, a peace process could:

	 •	offer	the	potential	for	an	experience	of	consensus-building	to	foster	working 
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Both the Government of Colombia and 
the U.S. would do well to embrace the 
capacity and potential of Colombian 
civil society efforts for peace, as it 
is often the broader dialogue and 
initiatives that create a foundation for 
sustainable peace and reconciliation.

	 •	 create	social	consensus	on	a	stable	future;	

	 •	project	a	more	balanced	agenda	through	U.S.	leadership	for	peace;	and	

	 •	help	define	a	more	constructive	relationship	with	Colombia’s	neighbors.	

All of these results could be achieved as part of a negotiations process, even if a peace 
agreement was not attained.  

There are at least three potential results of a peace agenda: 
 
 1. A successful negotiation ends the conflict and demobilizes the insurgents: 
  All of the aforementioned potential benefits accrue;  
 2. It fails and the FARC is defeated militarily:  
  All of the aforementioned benefits potentially accrue. 
 3. It fails and the FARC continues to operate:  
  We are at the same point as at present but all of the aforementioned benefits  
  potentially accrue.

More specifically, the benefits of pursuing a peace agenda are outlined in Box 3 below.



Inputs for a Peace Strategy 
The	moral	argument	for	renewed	U.S.	support	for	peace	should	be	evident,	given	the	
disturbing human rights and humanitarian results of the last decade. This brief has argued 
that there are also clear policy benefits that justify consideration of a peace agenda in the 
U.S.	strategy.28 The next steps for building a peace agenda back into our approach should 
include the following four criteria:

 1. Colombian ownership 
Colombian ownership of a process of peacebuilding is key to its success. The previous 
administration in Colombia demonized civil society efforts and linked them to the 
insurgency in a dangerous manipulation of public discourse. President Santos, to his 
credit, has committed to reversing this practice, has the political capital and has taken 
initial	steps	that	indicate	he	could	lead	such	a	process	(see	Box 4	below).	Fortunately,	
Colombian civil society also has a rich capacity for this task, with diverse organizations 
already building a foundation for an eventual process. This includes an effort to define 
minimal	criteria	(acuerdos mínimos) and leadership by the Catholic Church and civil 
society organizations including REDEPAZ, Iniciativa de Mujeres para la Paz, Ideas 
para la Paz, Colombianos y Colombianas por la Paz and others. ExpoPaz-la paz en 
concreto,	organized	by	the	U.N.	Development	Programme	from	October	27	to	29,	2010	
in Bogotá, brought together representatives of more than 150 local peace initiatives. 
Both	the	Government	of	Colombia	and	the	U.S.	would	do	well	to	embrace	the	capacity	
and potential of Colombian civil society efforts for peace, as it is often the broader 
dialogue and initiatives that create a foundation for sustainable peace and reconciliation.

Both	the	U.S.	and	Colombian	governments	should	be	consciously	working	to	expand	
the ability of Colombian democracy to include a broad range of opposition and social 
advocacy, rather than continuing to reduce public space – as in the case of dismissing 
and barring Senator Piedad Córdoba from public service.29  

Box 4: Now’s the Time – President Juan Manuel Santos’ 
Political Window of Opportunity 

President	Santos,	inaugurated	on	August	7,	2010,	won	a	landslide	victory	with	close	
to	70	percent	of	the	vote.30	His	approval	ratings	have	soared	as	high	as	88	percent	
(following	the	military	attack	in	September	that	resulted	in	the	death	of	the	second	
in	command	of	the	FARC)31 and even 90 percent more recently.32  This gives him 
extraordinary political capital to lead for peace.

In his inaugural address, President Santos left open the door to peace negotiations. 
His vice president has since been instructed to explore the possibilities of peace 
negotiations	with	FARC	interlocutors.33 

Following	the	inauguration,	President	Santos	immediately	met	President	Hugo	Chavez	
of Venezuela and agreed to restore diplomatic relations and work together to address 
the countries’ previous, acrimonious differences.34 He later named a skilled former 
ambassador to Venezuela as his minister of foreign affairs. Venezuela has recently 
extradited	three	FARC	members	to	Bogotá35  and worked with Colombia to define 
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...multilateral engagement offers 
benefits for regional security that 
warrant the investment in diplomatic 
wrangling. 

  relations between countries that have been at odds with each other, 26 which 
  could be transferred to other issues like the illicit narcotics trade; 

	 •	 improve	regional	security	by	ensuring	a	regime	is	put	in	place	to	prevent	FARC 
  use of neighboring territory in Ecuador and Venezuela; and

	 •	 transcend	the	mutual	recriminations	that	resulted	in	military	saber-rattling, 
  including mobilizing troops on the border and a 30 percent decline in 
  Colombian-Venezuelan trade in 2009.27 



 2. Multilateral engagement 
Peace	initiatives	in	the	region	have	been	built	around	“Group	of	Friends”	coalitions	
of governments. This modality also presents an opportunity to define more positive 
relations with Colombia’s neighbors, as detailed above. An initial consortium might 
include	the	U.S.,	a	European	partner	like	Spain,	and	some	combination	of	neighboring	
countries,	some	of	whom	have	been	accused	by	Colombia	of	harboring	FARC	rebels.	
One	key	goal	would	be	to	ensure	their	support	at	getting	the	FARC	to	the	negotiating	
table and complying with agreements. 

Convincing the Government of Colombia, which continues to insist that it will be the 
sole arbiter of any direct negotiations,45 will not be easy. But multilateral engagement 
offers benefits for regional security that warrant the investment in diplomatic wrangling. 
A shared multilateral effort could also offer an important consensus-building experience 
with some of the leaders that have emerged in the region, whose commitment to 
democratic development might be demonstrated.46 International verification has proven 
effective	in	past	experience	in	the	region	(see	point	3	below),	and	Colombia	has	
already called for it following its allegations at the Organization of American States that 
Venezuela	harbors	the	FARC	in	its	territory.47	The	U.S.	is	certainly	strategically	positioned	
to be an effective advocate on this issue with the Government of Colombia.

 3. Define Foundational Document(s)  
An agenda for peace could be built around an initial foundational document and 
timetable	for	negotiations,	as	was	agreed	in	Guatemala	in	the	early	1990s.	The	United	
Nations-brokered	Comprehensive	Agreement	on	Human	Rights	(March	29,	1994)	
delineated clear human rights standards for the Guatemalan security forces and the 
URNG	insurgency	that	were	monitored	internationally	for	two	years,	leading	up	
to definitive peace accords in 1996, and violations were reduced drastically. This 
momentum led to an eventual cease-fire and compliance with a timetable of peace 
accords based on multiple, historic themes.48  This type of initial foundational document 
could	provide	clear	standards	for	Colombian	security	forces	and	the	FARC	and	create	
the momentum for a longer process. The potential benefits for civilian populations 
caught in conflict zones cannot be overemphasized.

 4. Peacebuilding as policy 
A 3D vision of security that builds on balanced efforts for development, diplomacy and 
defense	has	been	advanced	by	U.S.	Secretary	of	Defense	Robert	Gates	and	U.S.	civil	
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joint counter-narcotics protocols,36 something inconceivable just a few months ago. 
Santos has also worked to restore diplomatic relations with Ecuador,37 and efforts are 
underway to repair relations, including holding joint military exercises in the Amazon, 
with other neighbors in the region.38 

The new president has indicated he will not brand civil society in the “us and them” 
political	style	of	his	predecessor.	Furthermore,	he	announced	establishment	of	a	joint	
government-civil society human rights commission,39 supported accession to the 
Convention	on	Forced	Displacement;40 and has begun to address many of the social 
demands of the insurgencies, including land and political reform,41 and personally 
presented	a	draft	Law	for	Victims	in	Congress.42  

Public	opinion	polls	recently	indicated	that	74	percent	of	Colombians	polled	believed	
that	the	Government	of	Colombia	should	dialogue	with	the	FARC/ELN	insurgencies.43  

Leading	a	peace	agenda	would	do	much	for	the	Government	of	Colombia’s	desire	
to	win	an	eventual	seat	on	the	Security	Council	at	the	United	Nations.	Achieving	
peace would also do much for President Santos’ goal of a “democratic prosperity” 
agenda, which may depend on re-channeling significant resources, both domestic and 
international, from military to development objectives.44 

Over time a peace architecture 
encompasses and strengthens our 
current concept of hard security 
by ensuring inclusive dialogue, 
democratic participation and 
institutional response that can 
address both ongoing violence and 
structural violence that underpins 
historic conflict.



society,49 which has mobilized to incorporate peacebuilding language in a reformed 
Foreign	Assistance	Act.50  Over time a peace architecture encompasses and strengthens 
our current concept of hard security by ensuring inclusive dialogue, democratic 
participation and institutional response that can address both ongoing violence and 
structural violence that underpins historic conflicts.  

A peace initiative is not simply the articulation of idealistic goals but should be built 
around the practices and methodologies of truth-telling and accountability, conflict 
transformation,	institutional	reform	and	social	cohesion.	As	Lisa	Schirch	notes,	“A	
peacebuilding framework prevents, reduces, transforms and helps people to recover 
from violence in all forms while at the same time empowering people to foster 
relationships at all levels to create structural justice. … Peacebuilding is a process of 
constructing or reconstructing state structures to foster peace and human security.”51 

 

Conclusion  
Building on the initial steps President Santos has taken that broaden the possibilities for a peace 
process,	a	strategic	opportunity	exists	for	the	U.S.	to	support	a	peace	initiative	in	Colombia:	

	 •	 The	FARC	is	weakened	and	may	be	reaching	out	for	a	negotiated	solution	that	it	could		
  accept as a credible exit to its half-century insurgency. 

	 •	 The	alternative	may	be	prolonged	and	inconclusive	violence,	considered	“low-intensity”		
  only by analysts not living in the conflict zones or populations trapped in or between  
  the parties at war.

	 •	 A	multilateral	initiative	could	reduce	the	suffering	of	civilians	caught	in	combat	operations 
  by articulating standards for both sides, which could be internationally monitored. 

	 •	 Developing	a	peace	agenda	could	broaden	social	and	political	discourse	and	practice, 
  limited by decades of national security ideology, that in turn strengthen the social 
  contract that underpins peaceful democratic structures. 

	 •	 Visible	U.S.	leadership	for	peace	would	deflate	the	anti-American	rhetoric	from		 	
  Colombia’s neighbors. 

	 •	 A	multilateral	process	could	also	define	a	more	positive	role	for	Colombia’s	neighbors		
	 	 by	ensuring	their	support	at	getting	the	FARC	to	the	negotiating	table	and	to	comply		
  with agreements. 

This strategy – which worked in Guatemala, where a sustained, multi-country effort reduced 
human rights violations and created visionary agreements to redefine Guatemalan social 
and	political	reality	–	could	end	another	40-year,	Cold	War-era	conflict.			

The alternative is the inversion of the potential benefits of a peace agenda: continued 
violence	against	civilians,	continued	negative	perceptions	of	U.S.	and	Government	of	
Colombia military agendas dominating human rights and humanitarian concerns, continued 
potential for destabilized relations between Colombia and its neighbors, and continued 
inconclusive and costly conflict in terms of both human suffering and financial resources.  
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